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CAMEROON: YOUTH ASSOCIATIONS EMBARK ON CORONAVIRUS SENSITISATION CAMPAIGNS

Yaounde, 29 June 2020 THE embarked on the field
after they were challenged
to be the first line of barrier
against the COVID-19 by
respecting the preventive
measures put in place by
government in the fight
against the pandemic as
well as sensitizing their
peers.

The challenge was put to
them by the Minister of
Youth and Civic Education,
Mounouna Foutsou recently
in Yaounde while handing
anti COVID-19 kits and
sensitization materials to

several youth organization.
Among the structures to
benefit from the donations
were operational units of
the Ministry of Youth and
Civic Education, mobile
urban and rural animation
teams, Emapur, community
mediators, the National
Youth Council as well as
the National Agency for
Civic and Participatory
Development.
They have all been urged to
go into the nooks and
crannies in their various
localities and sensitise their

peers on adopting civic
Bessala reassured they will
behaviours in order to avoid be distributed to the
the spread of the virus.
targeted communities.
The Minister of Youth and
Civic Education Mounouna
Foutsou said the donation is
a continuation of actions
taken to sensitise young
Cameroonians, a campaign
he said has also been
extended to schools and
other government
ministries.

The same commitment was
taken by the President of the
Cameroon Youth Council,
Fadimatou Iyawa who
equally used the opportunity
to outline the activities they
have been carrying out to
stop the spread of the virus.

Receiving the donations, the
Regional Delegate of Youth
and Civic Education for the
Centre Region, Eric Akono

[Journal du Cameroun]

EGYPT: YOUTH MOBILIZE TO SUPPORT FRONT-LINE HEALTH WORKERS
Cairo, 25 June 2020 – “
EVERY morning we meet
with the intention of packing
as many kits as we can, to be
delivered to the health
workers who are working
hard to protect us,” 22 - year old Ammar told UNFPA.
Ammar is a volunteer with
Y-PEER, UNFPA’s youth
leadership network, which
mobilized dozens of young
people to assemble hygiene
and dignity kits for
distribution to health workers
working on the front lines of
the COVID-19 response.
Egypt has had more
than 59,000 confirmed cases
of COVID-19. The crisis has
taken a significant toll on
health systems, and on health
workers. Women health
workers are particularly
likely to be affected; some 42
per cent of the country’s
doctors and 91 per cent of
nurses are women.
UNFPA has been working to
provide these health workers
with hygiene supplies they
need while working long

hours under extraordinarily
stressful conditions, including
sanitary pads, hand soap,
disinfectants, toilet paper/
tissues, tooth paste and tooth
brushes.

supplies collectively valued
at $198,000.

“In less than 48 hours, the
UNFPA team was able to
mobilize enough partnerships
to fill an entire kit,” said Dr.
Within just 10 days, Y-PEER Aleksandar Bodiroza,
volunteers in Cairo had
UNFPA’s representative in
packed 11,000 hygiene and
Egypt.
dignity kits.
UNFPA is coordinating with
“As soon as we arrived at
the Ministry of Health and
UNFPA’s premises, we make Population to deliver these
sure we sanitize and put on
kits to front-line health
our protective gear to start
workers – both women and
packing,” Ammar said. “We men.
worked together as a
well-oiled machine, and we
Kits will also be distributed
all helped each other.”
to women and girls
undergoing quarantine and
UNFPA has mobilized
treatment, those in
private sector partnerships to locked-down areas, those in
create and distribute around
areas with disrupted water
30,000 hygiene and dignity
and sanitation facilities, those
kits for front-line health
confined in facilities such as
workers, refugees, and
orphanages and prisons, and
women and girls facing
to refugees, asylum seekers
challenges meeting their
and other vulnerable
hygiene needs. Partners –
migrants.
including Luna Perfumes and
Cosmetics and Consolidated The kits also contain
Casuals, Procter and Gamble, information on preventive
Reckitt Benckiser and Zeina measures that can protect
Group – provided hygiene
individuals from COVID-19,

including hand washing and
social distancing. The
information leaflets also
address stigma and menstrual
hygiene.

“We were all so passionate
about packing the entire
quantity so they can reach
those who need them as soon
as possible,” said Salma
Mahmoud, a 23-year-old
Y-PEER volunteer who
helped put the kits together.
The first batch of kits has
already been delivered to
Abasseya, Imbaba, Helwan,
Mansoura, Zagazig and
Banha fever hospitals.

[UNFPA]
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ETHIOPIA: BE BOLD, SEEK ANSWERS TO AFRICA'S CHALLENGES
Addis Ababa, 9 June 2020 THE Executive Secretary of
the Economic Commission
for Africa (ECA), Ms. Vera
Songwe, on Tuesday urged
African youth to be bold
and seek solutions to some
of the challenges affecting
the continent.

COVID-19 is the internet.
Every business that was
forward thinking and had
their business online, is
doing well. And those who
did not have their business
online are suffering. What
we do not want to do is to
go backwards. We want to
go forward."

crisis we are asking the rest
of the world to give Africa a
$100 billion in stimulus. If
you all were working we
would have a lot more
resources that we need," she
said.

was creating opportunities
for young people, especially
the marginalized and
disadvantaged to design
solutions with potential to
scale in education, training,
employment,
entrepreneurship and
"We are not a continent that empowerment.
can afford to lose $79
In remarks at the end of a
billion a year so we need to "Let's work hand in hand to
Virtual Youth Policy
Added Ms. Songwe to the
find some way of
build back better with
Consultation on the
youth: "Own the internet
harnessing ourselves,
young Africans," Mr. Benes
coronavirus and Building
because it is the future,
harnessing the amazing
said.
Back Better with Young
because it is the present. We innovation in this
Africans, Ms. Songwe
cannot afford to just have
continent's youth and ensure Ms. Prudence Ngwenya,
sought to inspire and
our leaders say yes we are
that we triple the $79 billion Head of the AUC's Youth
support the young leaders
going to reform."
and meet the Decade of
and Education Division,
into action.
Action and Agenda 2063 as spoke about the AU's Youth
She said Africa's leaders
we do that."
Sector Response to COVID
"We need the voices of the need to walk the talk and
-19.
youth at the decisionopen up their telecomm
Earlier, Mr. Bakarry Dosso,
making table when we talk sectors. This, she said,
Chief of the ECA's
She said despite all the
about policy. Be leaders, be would ensure access to the Demographic Dynamics for challenges, young Africans
bold but with humility and internet is broadened; costs Development Center in the were taking responsibility
help bring youth-driven
to access internet will be
West Africa Sub-Regional towards solving the
solutions to the continent's reduced with more players Office, presented on the
coronavirus pandemic.
problems," she told the
in the field; and enable the Impacts of COVID-19 on
youth in the meeting
expansion of the broadband African Youth and urged
"We've turned lockdown
organised by the ECA, the
network.
governments to fully exploit limitations into
African Union Commission
the potential of the
opportunities to reach duty
(AUC) and Generation
"In a period where
demographic dividend by
bearers and young people
Unlimited.
governments need
increasing investments in
alike for behavior change,
resources, this is the time
health, education,
policy interventions and
Ms. Songwe told the youth for them to open-up and
infrastructure and in the
action at country level, said
to organise themselves to
give more licences and
future of work.
Ms. Ngwenya.
become a formidable voice ensure that we can crash the
that cannot be ignored by
prices of internet access.
"The voices, and
The meeting highlighted the
the continent's leaders; and Why do we still have in
contribution of African
specific challenges faced by
develop their own solutions many countries one or two youth are critical in shaping young Africans from the
to problems affecting
providers when we could
the narrative for building
pandemic and its mitigation
Africa.
have six," Ms. Songwe
back better Africa's
measures; showcased
asked.
economic and social
efforts by young people to
"You have to ensure that as
fabrics," he said, adding
respond to different aspects
we go forward your voices Quoting an earlier
fostering of innovation,
of today's reality within the
will always be heard and
presentation on youth
entrepreneurship and
pandemic; and dealt with
begin to create momentum employment in Africa, Ms. technology to transform
the themes of education,
that can create change. That Songwe said the continent
challenges of COVID-19
innovation, employment,
is your power. If we cannot was losing $78 billion in
into opportunities was key. health, and meaningful civic
use it collectively then we
potential revenue annually
and community
lose it," she said, adding the because most of its youth
For his part, Generation
engagement.
one thing that COVID-19
were out of employment,
Unlimited Director, Mr.
had done was show the
especially in the 15-34 age Roberto Benes, spoke on
world how innovative
group, which represents 34 investing with and for
Africa's youth were.
percent of the continent's
young people in Africa.
population.
[All Africa]
"We know that the only
He said GU's Global Youth
thing that has survived
"During this COVID-19
Engagement Action Plan
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THE GAMBIA: NYC CHAIR RATES REGIME IN YOUTH REPRESENTATION
Banjul, 17 June 2020 DEMBO Kambi, National
Youth Council (NYC)
chairman has rated
ex-President Yahya
Jammeh 22 years regime
over President Adama
Barrow’s administration in
youth representation.
Speaking to The Voice in an
exclusive interview, Mr
Kambi said: “We are not
given political office; we
are not given political
representation. But in the
second republic (Jammeh’
era) we have seen young
people being identified to
represent the voice of the
young people in the
National Assembly, but in
this government, we did not
get that.”
According to him, 2016 the
National Youth Council
addressed a letter to
opposition political leaders
and informed them to form
a coalition in order to
overcome the APRC with
the notion that the new

government will empower
the youth politically.

not aware of that, revealing young lawmakers were
NYC has not heard from the telling the finance minister
government since 2017.
to allocate better percentage
Kambi pointed out that
for the Youth and Sport
youth expectations have
He said: “The National
ministry.
been turned down, adding
Youth Council felt
despite the youth
marginalized in the country He expressed concern over
representation in the
because the youth are not
the way the advisers to the
National Assembly was not represented in the
president on youth are
done in consultation with
parliament.”
operating, saying is
the NYC but the council
important for presidential
understands that there were He said NYC as an
advisers on youth to meet
some youth representing
institution is responsible for the National Youth Council
Gambian in the parliament. advising government on
regularly in order to know
youth matters, also
the activities of the youth,
“Seedy SK Njie, Babou
coordinate, supervise and
adding “I never meet
Gaye Sonko and Sainey
register youth organizations anyone of them
Chati were one time
in the country.
(presidential youth
representing the youth in
advisers).”
the parliament during the
“Therefore, if government
APRC government,” he
is identifying a youth
He said the youth council
said.
representative in the
has a very good working
parliament then NYC
relation with the ministry of
He said President Barrow
officials should be
Youth and Sport, adding
government never
consulted,” he pointed out. that the minister always
approached the youth
listens to the council keenly.
council about youth
However, he commended
representation in the
the entire National
parliament, adding that even Assembly for advocating
though there is youth
youth‘s welfare in the
representation in the
parliament, saying in
[Voice Gambia]
parliament he (Kambi) is
December 2019, some

KENYA: YOUTH KEY TO FOOD SECURITY, OFFICIAL SAYS
Nairobi, 22 June 2020 –
AGRICULTURE,
Livestock, Fisheries and Co
-operatives Chief
Administrative Secretary
Anne Nyaga says the
government is committed to
supporting the youth
engaging in agribusiness
amid the Covid-19
pandemic.
She said this will ensure
food security, health,
nutrition and employment
in the country. “Food
security and nutrition
cannot be achieved without
the engagement of the
youth,” she said.
“Agriculture is a key sector
not only in ensuring food

security, but job
creation...There are
considerable opportunities
in agriculture.”

with Kiambu Governor
James Nyoro, Ms Nyaga
said the ministry is working
with county governments to
implement programmes that
Speaking during a visit to
will see more youths engage
Kiambu County, Nyaga said in agriculture.
the ministry has rolled out
programmes that will help
Francis Mwaura, who holds
the youth access markets,
a Bachelor of Science in
affordable financing and
Agriculture, and George
information and knowledge. Charagwa – who followed
his passion after Form Four
“The ministry is keen to
– rear pigs and cows and
foster participation of youth farm crops that include
in agriculture and has
spinach and tomatoes. Aged
developed programmes that 27, the duo – based in
will ease access to land,
Ndumberi in Kiambu – are
financing, mechanisation
running an enterprise that
and knowledge among the
has become a source of
youth,” Nyaga said.
livelihood for them and the
many young people they
At a joint media briefing
have employed.

“We encourage more
youths to venture into
agriculture,” Mwaura said.
Caroline Mukuhi Mwangi
ventured into agriculture
after college, and now runs
Kimplanter seedlings and
nurseries in Ruiru.

She propagates vegetables,
herbs, fruits and tree
seedlings.
“Agriculture is not for the
old people. With the right
investment, it can provide
millions of jobs for the
unemployed and
underemployed youth,” she
says.
Dennis Murithii, 24, the
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the director of Farming
Wonder, which creates
innovative multi-storey
gardens, said he seeks to
present solutions to rampant
food insecurity and promote
urban gardening.

[Daily Nation]
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CANADA: STAFF, YOUTH PUT AT RISK OF COVID-19 IN CUSTODY CENTRES
Toronto, 26 June 2020 OPSEU is greatly
concerned that six youth
custody centres run by
the Ontario government
have been denied the ability
to isolate or test new
admissions for COVID-19.

and the workers who care
for them? More fatalities?"

In contrast, the province's
adult correctional facilities,
as well as many privately
OPSEU represents the
run transfer payment youth
workers who watch youth
facilities, have been using
serving sentences or on
full protections and
remand orders while
quarantining new
awaiting trial. For weeks the admissions for many weeks.
union has been trying to get
OPSEU President Warren
ministry officials to agree to Gibson says youth facilities
(Smokey) Thomas says it's testing.
face the same difficulties as
hard to believe that the
adult facilities with setting
Ministry of Children,
"Our members have
and maintaining physical
Community and Social
suggested several options to distancing. He says there
Services is resisting such
limit the possibility of
are alarming reports of
sensible safety precautions COVID-19 entering one of spikes in the number of
this deep into the pandemic. our facilities, and we've
youth now testing positive
offered to work with the
for COVID-19.
"We're four months into this employer to develop a
pandemic. Over 2,600 have protocol," said Youth
"Preventing the disease at
died in Ontario alone.
Justice Divisional Health
the point of admission is
COVID-19 cases are on the and Safety Co-Chair Tom
key. Our workers face the
rise among young people.
Gibson. "Unfortunately, the same dilemmas that led to
What's it going to take to
employer has failed to
many of the long-term care
get the ministry to take
respond in any fashion for
facility outbreaks.
action to protect our youth over a month."
Pretending there's no

problem won't make it go
away."
OPSEU First VicePresident / Treasurer
Eduardo (Eddy) Almeida,
who is a correctional
officer, says Minister Todd
Smith must intervene with
his officials to ensure safety
comes first.

"Mr. Smith, your youth
justice workers are pleading
with ministry managers to
stop gambling with the lives
of staff and vulnerable
youth," said Almeida. "It's
time to put test-and-isolate
protocols in place at all
youth facilities before it's
too late."

[News Wire]

CAYMAN ISLANDS: YOUTH CONNECT FOR MENTAL HEALTH

George Town, 24 June 2020
- CAYMAN’s teens are
reinforcing their support
networks and taking
advantage of video
conferencing technology to
stay connected with peers.
As the isolation and
uncertainty of the COVID19 crisis continues to wear
on mental health,
technologies such as Zoom
have become an important
tool in keeping teens
socially engaged.
On Saturday, around 50
teens from 12 Cayman
Islands schools came
together on the platform to
discuss common mental
health concerns, many of
which have been
exacerbated during
lockdown, from stress and
anxiety to drugs and
domestic abuse.

As part of the Youth
Ambassadors Programme, a
divison of the Alex Panton
Foundation, teenagers are
learning how to tackle
difficult discussions about
mental health and open up
to their peers.

Cayman International
School. The number of new
students shows increased
interest in the programme,
which had about 25 students
complete the requirements
to become an ambassador
last year.

Beyond providing peer
support, the group also aims
to promote policy change
and advocate for a health
system that addresses
mental health needs, explained Youth Ambassador
Cristin Jackson.

Through the programme,
ambassadors have worked
to promote conversations
about mental health through
events such as February’s
Youth Mental Health
Symposium.

“Their confidence and
“Although we are
empathy have grown so
physically apart, we remain much this year. They have
united in creating a more
become strong leaders in
compassionate community,” our community,” LaMonte
Jackson told her fellow and said.
aspiring youth ambassadors.
“This highlights just how
More than 40 students have important these mental
joined the programme this
health issues are for our
year, said mentor Bill
community and how willing
LaMonte, a teacher at
our teens are to step up and

take the lead.”
During the Zoom session,
Miss World Cayman Jaci
Patrick opened up about her
own struggles with mental
health and the value in
having open conversations
about the subject.
Donning her Miss World
Cayman crown, Patrick
shared her experiencing
battling anxiety, depression
and an eating disorder.

“I never talked about it with
my family or friends. I kept
everything hidden inside
and isolated myself from
the world,” Patrick said.
“Growing up with a mental
illness made me experience
the world in a very different
way. I lived in a constant
state of fear – fear of getting
help, fear that no one would
understand what I was

JUNE 2020
feeling and fear of speaking sign of strength, rather than
about my mental illness.”
weakness.
While stigma and fear held
her back for many years,
she said she finally came to
realise that seeking help is a

Jane Panton, who lost her
own teenage son, Alex, to
suicide, said the fruition of
the peer support group

represented a dream she has
held for many years. She
said she hoped the group
would help teens connect
and support each other
during dark times.

[Cayman Compass]

JAMAICA: NWC GIVING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES TO AT RISK YOUTH
Kingston, 29 June 2020 AS part of its continued
efforts in exercising its
corporate social
responsibility, the nation’s
leading water provider the
National Water
Commission (NWC), has to
date employed over 300 at
risk youth to gather vital
information through its
Customer Census Mapping
Project.

Once with the NWC, they
are further trained in crucial
areas such as customer
service, Geographic
Information System (GIS)
mapping, safety guidelines
and meter handling.
Coordinator for the NWC’s
Customer Census Mapping
Project Carole Fisher,
beams as she shares the
changes she has witnessed
in the young employees. “I
am always filled with a
sense of pride when I see
the positive effects on them.
Some came here without
any sense of direction, very
vulnerable … but then I
witness the significant
transformation in them
while on the project and I
can say that it is more than
just a job to them. Their
minds are open to greater
possibilities” says Fisher.
She adds “I am extremely
pleased that my
company- the NWCcontinues to step up to the
plate to partner with the
government to offer job
opportunities to these
deserving youth”.

By definition, at risk youth
are persons who due to a
range of factors are deemed
less likely to transition
successfully into adulthood,
achieve economic
independence or contribute
meaningfully to society. It
is a definition that Naaman
Parker, one of the
youngsters employed
through the project, is all
too familiar with. “I was
told a lot of things in my
life that I would never
achieve but this project has
offered me a second chance
and has been a saving grace
for me” he explains. As a
result of employment
through the project,
Naaman has been able to
complete the building of his Ms Fisher’s sentiment is
own house and investing in shared by Director of the
his farm.
programme for Learning,
Earning and Giving back to
Staff for the project are
country through Service and
mainly recruited through the Savings (LEGS) within the
government’s Housing
Ministry of Education and
Opportunity Production and Youth, Olivia McFarlane.
Employment (HOPE)
“We are very appreciative
programme where they are of the NWC. They have
trained in life skills,
been on board since the
citizenship, work ethics,
inception of the programme,
discipline, volunteerism and offering the youth
entrepreneurship skills.
invaluable training that

prepares them for the future
and for transitioning into
permanent employment”
declares Ms McFarlane.

She further states “the skill
training that they receive
especially in the area of GIS
mapping puts them a notch
above the rest as we see
more and more traditional
jobs becoming obsolete. I
trust that the NWC will
continue giving these youth
hope”.
The NWC will continue to
offer employment
opportunities to at risk
youth with at least 300 to
350 more to be recruited to
work on the Customer
Census Mapping project as
it progresses across the
island.
The utility company’s
Customer Census Mapping
Project involves a door-todoor survey of existing and
potential NWC customers
and mapping them using
Global Positioning System
(GPS) devices so that the
NWC can use this digital
information in its
continuous service
improvement efforts. The
project will ultimately result
in better water and
wastewater service delivery,
improved responsiveness by
the NWC to customer
complaints and better
customer service.

[Jamaica Information
Service]
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PANAMA: COVID-19: ONE THIRD OF YOUTH BELIEVE THEY ARE NOT AT RISK
Panama City, 5 June 2020 A recent UNICEF poll
among youth in Latin
America and the Caribbean
shows that only a third of
the respondents chose all
correct answers when asked
how COVID-19 is
transmitted.

access to digital platforms.”
Carried out across 31
countries in Latin American
and the Caribbean through
mobile phone SMS, the poll
indicates a concerning lack
of knowledge around the
symptoms, prevention and
transmission of COVID-19.
Only 44 per cent of young
respondents felt that they
were only somewhat
informed on the virus
overall.

their communities are not
fully prepared to deal with
COVID-19.

“To all the young adults,
teens or kids out there,
please stay at home, wash
your hands regularly and
take the advice from the
authorities seriously,” wrote
More worryingly, about a
a 17-year-old female
third of the 10,500 young
responder from Brazil.
people surveyed in the
“We're going through some
region believe they are not
tough times, there’s a lot of
at risk of contracting the
pain, but we must remember
disease. As South America “Young people exposed to that other people’s lives are
is now seen as the new
COVID-19 are just as likely our responsibility too. Stay
epicenter of the global
to get infected and be
well, stay safe.”
pandemic, less than half of contagious,” wrote a 22young respondents are able year-old from Trinidad and Administered through
to identify their national
Tobago. “They should
U-Report, a free and
coronavirus information
therefore strictly follow
confidential mobile
websites.
national guidelines on
empowerment platform
screening, testing,
from UNICEF, the poll
“Not having the facts about containment and care and
shines a light on the
the pandemic endangers the practice social distancing.” knowledge, thoughts and
lives of youth and their
feelings of young people
families,” said Bernt Aasen, Over 40 per cent of all
around the COVID-19
UNICEF Regional Director respondents cited traditional pandemic.
for Latin America and
media as their main source
Caribbean. “But young
of information on COVID- “It’s normal to be afraid or
people should not be
19, with 21 per cent citing
to worry about how we’ll
blamed for being
social media and just 10 per overcome this,” said a 17misinformed. These
cent choosing instant
year-old boy from
disturbing findings
messaging services.
Honduras. “Only together,
highlight the importance
will we get through this."
and urgency of reaching out More positively, almost 95
to young people across
per cent of youth
“In the coming days and
Latin America and the
respondents said that
weeks, the involvement of
Caribbean with the right
actions are needed to fight
youth could be a game
information, especially
the pandemic although
changer in the fight against
those who with limited
nearly half also believe that the pandemic in Latin

America and the
Caribbean,” said Bernt
Aasen. “It is critical to
make reliable information
not just accessible but also
appealing to youth so they
feel part of the solution, not
the problem.”
Together with other UN
agencies, NGOs and the
private sector, UNICEF has
been supporting
government efforts in all
countries across Latin
America and the Caribbean
to engage with younger
audiences through a
combination of digital and
offline platforms used by
young people themselves.
UNICEF is calling on
traditional media, social
media platforms and mobile
operators to intensify their
cooperation and efforts to
promote life-saving
practices about COVID-19
and curb misinformation
among youth in Latin
America and the
Caribbean.

[UNICEF]

USA: 4 IMPORTANT LESSONS FOR NEXT GENERATION YOUTH ACTIVISTS

Washington DC, 30 June
2020 - THE 2008 financial
crisis spurred a number of
youth movements including
Occupy Wall Street and the
Arab Spring. A decade
later, this anger resurfaced
in a new wave of global
protests, from Hong Kong
to Beirut to London, only
this time driven by
the children of the 2008
financial crisis.

These movements enjoy
mass popularity, but how
effective are they? Greta
Thunberg proclaimed that
“pretty much nothing [had]
been done” since staging
school strikes to raise
awareness of the climate
crisis in 2018, while Micah
White, co-creator
of Occupy Wall Street, has
said that social change as
we know it is dead.

As the world now faces
the deepest economic
downturn since the Great
Depression, there will be
greater social unrest and
calls for a new set of
solutions.

vailed. More precisely, here
are 4 considerations for
young change-makers as
they seek a more just and
equitable world:

Young people tend to be
comfortable with change.
Youth movements will need Their instant adoption of
to find a more mature form technology is an example.
of activism to counter the
However, they may lack an
popularized forms of
understanding of the more
puritanism that have prepermanent realities –
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requiring patience and
stoicism.

tenure. It ought to model
itself as an intergenerational movement by
This wisdom is typically in giving greater credence to
the hands of individuals
the activists, environmental
who either work within
scientists and indigenous
systems or who have
elders that have fought for
accumulated far more
climate justice before its
tenure. This was effectively inception and ultimately
echoed by 13-year old
signal the nuance and
activist, Naomi Wadler
maturity that would activate
who said, “We can educate allies within systems of
our youth a lot better. We’re power.
not delving deeper into
social justice movements
From the college campus to
from the past.”
the coworking space, you
would be hard pressed to
Youth movements that are avoid the sight of a social
informed by the success and impact competition that
pitfalls of prior efforts offer invites young people to
a more promising outcome. resolve some of the world’s
Take for example, the Black most intractable problems.
Lives Matter (BLM)
movement, co-founded by a Unsurprisingly, this often
32-year old Alicia Garza.
leads to problematic and
incomplete solutions. Take,
Unlike the civil rights
for example, an app for
movement of the 1960’s,
African farmers developed
BLM lacks central
by students who have
governance. This means
neither farmed nor been to
that opponents can’t attack Africa.
its leadership as a means to
discredit the whole
Fortunately, there is a
movement. In the 1960’s,
growing shift towards
this is exactly what
empowering young people
happened to the civil rights to better diagnose the
movement, when critics
systems that uphold
went after Martin Luther
inequality. For example,
King, stalling the collective Oxford University hosts the
efforts of the movement.
annual Map the System
competition to celebrate
In fact, King spent his final some of the most promising
year mired in public
youth-led mappings and the
disapproval with over 75% World Economic
of Americans considering
Forum’s Global Shapers
him “irrelevant” including
Community convenes more
60% of African Americans. than 7,000 young people
under the age of 30 to
By studying the legacy of
address local, regional and
previous efforts, BLM has
global challenges.
managed to rally
approximately 75% of the
To achieve systemic
American public; a feat that change, young
will undeniably ensure the
changemakers must first
longevity of its cause.
unpack systems into three
components; elements,
For the youth climate
interconnections and
movement, it too must
functions: Elements are
reconcile the long record of essentially the key
activism that predates its
stakeholders in the system.

This can include
individuals, land or objects.
Interconnections are the
laws and social norms that
bind the elements together.
And, Functions are the
end-goals.
Take for example, the
persistence of sexual
harassment in the workplace
as a systems issue. The
elements in the system
would include the victim,
perpetrator and other
intermediary bodies
including line managers and
human resource teams. The
interconnections could
include forced arbitration
laws that prohibit
employees from seeking
public courts and a
managerial culture that
protects high performing
perpetrators and pressures
victims into silence. In
which case, the ultimate
functions (or rather
dysfunctions) of the system
discourage victims from
pursuing action and enable
perpetrators and enablers to
enjoy the benefits of career
progression without due
trial.
Systemic change is about
redesigning the
interconnections (the
cultural norms and laws). In
the example above, it
involves challenging the use
of private arbitrary courts
and uprooting a toxic work
culture. Reclaiming this
intuition opens a pandora’s
box that ultimately allows
for any given system to
operate more inclusively.
Today, young changemakers can rely on online
resources like SystemsLed-Leadership to analyse
any given system of
inequality and then direct
their unique skills and
knowledge towards the
most effective intervention.

Daniela Papi-Thornton first
coined the term
heropreneurship to describe
a growing trend that credits
social change to the
“founder” of an
organization or movement
exclusively.
This culture has inspired an
entire generation of young
change-makers who are
swayed by the allure of the
“heroic” founder and whose
behaviours are validated
through youth awards,
grants and speaking circuits
that glorify a role in the
limelight. This pervasive
culture undercuts the entire
spectrum of actors that
really creates social change.
Social change does not
necessarily warrant the
creation of a new
organization or movement.
Change-makers should
consider the root causes that
perpetuate and uphold
inequalities and then map
the existing players and
solutions. This process
might point to scaling up
the work of an existing
organization or helping a
local candidate run for
office.
For young people who wish
to create social change, their
efforts – while extremely
important – may go
unnoticed. This is an
expectation that needs to be
managed.

In 2016, a political action
committee entitled Can You
Not emerged with the aim
of discouraging white men
from running for office in
minority districts.
Despite the comical
graphics, the campaign
highlights an important
question for young
change-makers, particularly
if they advocate for issues
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that they have not lived: in
the quest for social change,
can the actions of changemakers unwittingly
perpetuate injustices, even
as they seek to end them?

control. younger voices are
swaying public opinion and
pressuring political systems
to operate more inclusively.

The impact of these
extraordinary young people
In the example above, could is inspiring, but arguably
the notion of a white man
they struggle to provide a
effectively assuming the
course of action for the
role of a translator between average young person who
minority communities and
is motivated to pursue
government only reinforce social change. The
their structural underinconvenient truth is that
representation in political
social reform is difficult and
decision-making? Could the even more so for a young
desire to assume office
person who wrestles with
without lived experience
challenges related to
also signal little faith in the experience and credibility.
leadership of the very
communities being served? To be more effective, young
change-makers must forge
A more effective approach greater bonds with
to social change may be to late-stage activists as well
encourage such actors to
as potential allies within
take stock of the unintended systems of power. They
consequences of
must also understand the
misrepresentation. In doing systems that uphold equality
so, they may come to
and pinpoint the
appreciate the importance of intervention that would
“stepping back” to allow
most likely inspire systemic
others to “step forward”.
change.
More concretely, this could
result in building trusted
Finally, it is pivotal that
relationships with the
they invest in a support
community and eventually system and seek to
empowering more local
dissolve personal
voices to consider public
anxieties that may
leadership.
compromise their changemaking potential.
For young change-makers,
it is pivotal that they assess It’s time for youth activism
their own standing in a
to grow up.
given system and avoid
perpetuating the very
inequalities they wish to
tackle.
Social media has played its
critical part in providing
young people with a vehicle
to advocate for social
reform.
Whether it’s Greta
Thunberg’s speech during
the United Nations General
Assembly in 2019 or Emma
Gonzalez rallying crowds
for more stringent gun

[Forbes]
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BANGLADESH: YOUTH POLICY FORUM’S BUDGET 2020 DIALOGUE
Dhaka, 6 June 2020 - ON
sectors—healthcare, social centralised MIS into a
June 6, Youth Policy
protection, agriculture and
digital database system
Forum's ambitious series on food security, education and could improve targeting and
budget dialogue culminated employment, infrastructure implementation. Saber
in its much-anticipated final and energy and macro fiscal Hossain Chowdhury sees
event, "Youth meets
management.
merit in digitalising
Leaders." Standing true to
analogue systems to make
the name, six distinguished YPF Team identified lack
the mechanism more
experts of political and non- of resources, interefficient: "However, I'm
political backgrounds
ministerial coordination,
sceptical about the
gathered to analyse the
and mental health treatment statistical accuracy, barring
policy proposals presented facilities as key challenges. which, the transformation
by teams of young
MA Mannan agreed with
may not come to fruition."
specialists from YPF.
the team's suggestion for an
independent monitoring
According to Dr Fahmida
The panel included MA
body to regulate pricing in Khatun, "The 2.5 percent of
Mannan, Minister of
the medicine market. He
the budget allocated to
Planning; Saber Hossain
highlighted the need for a
social security is a
Chowdhury, MP of
regulatory agency in light of misleading figure because it
Bangladesh Awami League; the pandemic, "A vaccine, if also includes pension for
Dr Fahmida Khatun,
and when it hits the market, government workers and
Executive Director of
should be a global good—
scholarship for education
Centre for Policy Dialogue; not an intellectual property and if these factors are
Khandaker Muktadir,
right."
excluded, the percentage
advisor to BNP chairperson;
drops to 1.5 percent." She
Barrister Nihad Kabir,
Khandaker Muktadir said,
recommended that the 2.5
Metropolitan Chamber of
"The real figure of infected percent be dedicated solely
Commerce and Industry;
cases cannot be gauged
to social security.
and Dr Mohammad
clearly because of
Tareque, former Finance
insufficient testing and
Barrister Nihad Kabir
Secretary and Director of
limitations in the health
addressed the flaws in the
Bangladesh Institute of
sector." He recommended
distribution channels of
Government and
establishing district-level
relief funds and suggested
Management. The session
field hospitals, containing
BCCI and Bangladesh Bank
was moderated by Dr
ICUs and oxygen support,
coordinate more closely to
Akhtar Mahmood,
and conducting a crash
address the issue. Dr Akhtar
renowned economist and
course to train medical
Mahmood also pointed out
advisor to YPF.
professionals in the fight
that increasing resource
against Covid-19.
allocation must come with
The floor was first given to
increased monitoring to
YPF's team of young
Barrister Nihad Kabir
prevent leakage. MA
professionals and students. stressed on a collaboration Mannan said, "Corruption
Keeping the ongoing
of the private and public
happens when the
pandemic in mind, they
sector in these trying times allocations reach grassroot
presented socio-economic
saying, "The private sector levels. We are trying to
concerns and budgetcan be involved when the
prevent those small
relevant solutions. The
public sector faces a
disseminations, and that
crisis has led to deflationary shortage of beds."
will reduce corruption
shock to the economy and
further."
will be an integral
Bangladesh's social
consideration in this year's protection sector suffers
The threats looming over
national budget. The
from targeting mistakes and this sector are declining
subsequent discussion
benefit leakage. There is
demand and a disarranged
between YPF teams and the also a lack of coverage for
supply chain for agricultural
esteemed speakers showed informal sector workers and goods. Khandaker Muktadir
there were many practical
an existing framework that remarked on the need for
policy solutions that could
widens gender disparity.
effective cost analysis that
improve six critical
YPF found that integrating would set a fair price for

farmers, which in turn
would incentivise them.
This point was agreed upon
by Dr Khatun who
suggested similar solutions
and proper implementation
of technology, in the face of
a food crisis forewarned by
World Food Programme.
Dr Tareque mentioned the
importance of Bangladesh's
arable lands, which help
maintain food security but
are now shrinking in size.
"We have to protect these
lands, otherwise it may lead
to a massive crisis."
The shockwave of this
pandemic has caused
serious bottleneck for
students and workers due to
high dropout rates and job
losses. Saber Hossain
Chowdhury commented on
how the country's
employment rate was not
impressive, given the extent
of its economic progression.
In the context of education,
he insisted on a higher
budget allocation for the
education sector. He said,
"At least 5 percent should
be allocated to the
education sector (along with
the health sector), or else
we will be failing
ourselves."
MA Mannan recognised the
shortcoming in our
education system but also
applauded the considerable
achievements the sector has
achieved over the years. Dr
Tareque stressed on the
importance of setting up a
national research fund for
the sole purpose of
promoting pure science
subjects. "Research is the
secret of first-rate
innovation and
development," he
concluded.
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MA Mannan talked about
the challenges posed by
union groups that the
energy sector oftentimes
faces. He further
commented on the extensive
provision of electricity
supply, which, although
fluctuating, has been
successful in covering up to
95 percent of national
households.

The government is dealing
with a great predicament
due to the pandemic. The
urgency to generate
revenues must be pitted
against the need to relax
taxation to keep the
economy afloat. On that
note, Saber Hossain
Chowdhury commented that
specific tax could be levied
on tobacco products without
raising their price, to
Khandaker Muktadir
generate more revenue. He
recommended the
further mentioned how the
government take over diesel placement of inheritance tax
power plants, inclusive of
and preventi of money
their loans, and reach an
laundering has become
agreement—a contract
imperative.
which can reduce cost
greatly.
Barrister Nihad Kabir
strongly urged government

agencies to prioritise the
wellbeing of individuals
over strictly maintaining a
budget deficit. Both, she
and Dr Fahmida Khatun,
reached the same
conclusion that more money
should be injected into by
the government to raise
aggregate demand, sustain
consumption and protect the
domestic economy. "This is
not a year for budgeting as
usual. Let us get this
straight: government needs
to be the biggest investor
this year," said Nihad Kabir.

allocation of resources,
utilisation of technology
and focusing on revenue
generating streams rather
than the budget deficit
margin. The dialogue ended
on a high note, packed with
commitments of future
collaborations with Youth
Policy Forum and civil
society as a whole.

[The Daily Star]
For his concluding remarks,
MA Mannan agreed with
the rest of the panelists
regarding the proper

CHINA: MTD COMMITTEE GIVES ADVICE ON MACAO YOUTH POLICY (2021-2030)
Macau, 12 June 2020 MEMBERS of the Talents
Development Committee
took part in a seminar on
Macao Youth Policy (20212030) hosted by the
Education and Youth
Affairs Bureau and they
offered advice on the
relevant plan.
Several members of the
Committee pointed out that

youth policy planning
should align with Macao’s
strategic positioning and
focus on strengthening
young people’s
international perspectives
and all-round development.
They also noted that more
efforts should be put into
the cultivation of young
talent in Portuguese studies
to support Macao’s role as a

services platform for trade
cooperation between China
and Portuguese-speaking
countries. (Macao Talent
Development Committee)

[Macau Hub]

Government Information
Bureau: https://
news.gov.mo/detail/zh-hant/
N20FKz1KUC?1 (in
Chinese)

INDIA: YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS OPPOSE EIA 2020 DRAFT
Nagpur, 27 June 2020 - IN a
first-of-its-kind effort, over
50 university student
unions, college environment
clubs and other youth
organizations from across
the country have come
together to condemn the
latest Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) draft
notification issued by the
Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change
(MoEFCC), demanding that
it be put on hold and
rewritten as per
recommendations by
environmental experts.

In an initiative spearheaded
by the environment ministry
of Haryana-based Ashoka
University, a
comprehensive letter signed
by student groups including
All India Students
Association (AISA),
Youth4Swaraj, Jawaharlal
Nehru University Students’
Union (JNUSU,) Jain
University, Jindal Global
Law School and others has
been submitted to the union
environment
minister Prakash
Javadekar on Thursday.
According to the young lot,

the new EIA draft
notification intends to bring
in controversial
amendments like post-facto
grant of approval,
exemption of several large
industries from public
hearings, permission for
industries to submit just one
compliance report a year
rather than two, increased
validity of the environment
clearances for mining
projects and river valley
projects, and many more.

environment and society,
giving a free run to several
businesses and destructive
industries such as mining
and construction.

In the letter, the students
stated it was imperative that
the MOEFCC worked with
the citizens of this country,
rather than in conflict, to
implement
environment-friendly
policies. “Over the last 50
years, around 50 million
people in the country have
They added that the current been displaced due to
amendments to the EIA
development projects,” they
posed a serious threat to the stated.
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Stating that EIA should be
used to bring out the
country as an
environmentally aware
nation, Anjali Dalmia from
Ashoka University said,
“While economic revival is
a national priority, this
should be done without
compromising the
environment and society as,
in the long run, it is our
natural ecosystem that will

support us.”

Polymers caused a gas leak
on May 7. Land was cleared
Highlighting the ill-effects to extend the ports in Goa
of weak environmental
regardless of protests in
policy, members of the
2016. Despite the obvious
Sustainability Committee at improvement of rivers and
Azim Premji University UG lowered pollution levels
Taanika Shankar and
during the lockdown period,
Smruthi Ananth said,
the MOEFCC is still
“Mumbai’s Aarey forest
approving destructive
was cleared to build a metro projects.”
shed despite massive
protests. Vizag’s LG

[The Times of India]

SAUDI ARABIA: G20 GPFI FOCUSES ON BOOSTING FINANCIAL WELLBEING FOR YOUTH
Riyadh, 28 June 2020 THE G20 Global
Partnership for Financial
Inclusion (GPFI) held a two
- day meeting over June 25–
26, aimed at finalizing the
G20 High-Level Policy
Guidelines on Digital
Financial Inclusion for
Youth, Women and SMEs.

The COVID-19 outbreak
and its challenging
economic impacts have
amplified the critical need
for digital access to
affordable financial
products and services for
individuals and SMEs.

As governments around the
world have responded to the
The G20 High-Level Policy health, social and economic
Guidelines identify
effects of the COVID-19
supportive and effective
pandemic, digitalization has
policies that will be a
been recognized as being of
valuable resource for
paramount importance and
governments, the private
relevance in ensuring
sector and the international continuity of access to
development community,
financial services.
with the aim of reducing the
gaps in financial inclusion
The GPFI members issued a
for youth, women and
statement on COVID-19
SMEs through digital
response, reaffirming the
financial services.
G20 commitment under the
G20 Action Plan in
This work is guided by the response to the COVID-19
Saudi G20 Presidency
pandemic.
theme of “Realizing
Opportunities of the 21st
The Saudi Co-Chair of the
Century for All” and the
G20 GPFI Haitham Al
aims of empowering people Ghulaiga stated, “The
and shaping new frontiers. pandemic is an
unprecedented global

challenge that requires a
coordinated global
response, as many
individuals and businesses
are facing difficulties,
especially those related to
financial inclusion.

These were the details of
the news G20 GPFI focuses
on boosting financial
wellbeing for youth, women
and SMEs for this day. We
hope that we have
succeeded by giving you the
full details and information.
“We realize the negative
To follow all our news, you
impact of the COVID-19
can subscribe to the alerts
pandemic on financial
system or to one of our
inclusion, and we reaffirm
different systems to provide
our commitment to promote you with all that is new.
financial inclusion by
promoting accessible and
It is also worth noting that
affordable financial
the original news has been
products and services
published and is available
through conventional and
at Saudi Gazette and the
responsible digital means
editorial team at AlKhaleej
while ensuring financial
consumer protection in our Today has confirmed it and
journey toward global
it has been modified, and it
economic recovery.”
may have been completely
transferred or quoted from it
The G20 High-Level Policy and you can read and follow
Guidelines will serve as a
this news from its main
key enabler in further
source.
promoting digital financial
inclusion and consumer
protection, even in the
challenging environment
the world has been facing.
[Al Khaleej Tiday]
— SG

UAE: YOUNG EMIRATIS' VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD
Dubai, 17 June 2020 - THE
Federal Youth Authority
(FYA) organised a virtual
Youth Circle titled
‘Building the Future We
Want’ to understand young
people’s vision for the
future of the world and
amplify their voices in the
United Nations’ #UN75
global conversation.

Launched to mark the UN’s
75th anniversary, the United
Nations’ #UN75 initiative
aims to ignite the largest
and furthest-reaching global
conversation on the role of
global cooperation in
building the future we want.
Youth, along with all other
members of society, are
sharing their ideas for what

the future of the world
should look like and what
actions are needed to realize
that vision.
Her Excellency Shamma
Bint Suhail Al Mazrui,
Minister of State for Youth
Affairs and FYA
Chairwoman, attended the
session, alongside

Under-Secretary-General
H.E. Fabrizio Hochschild,
UN Special Adviser on the
Commemoration of the
75th Anniversary of the
United Nations; H.E. Dr
Dena Assaf, UN Resident
Coordinator for the UAE;
H.E. Saeed Al Nazari FYA
Director General; and over
150 young attendees from
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across the UAE.
H.E. Al Mazrui started the
session by celebrating the
FYA’s partnership with the
UN, “It is an honour to join
hands with the United
Nations as it celebrates its
75th ANNIVERSARY this
year,” explaining the
important role youth play as
catalysts of change as they
“come together, listen and
empathize with one another,
and strengthen multilateral
action.”
H.E Al Mazrui then
highlighted, “My role
during Youth Circles is to
actively listen to the voices
of the youth; but this time,
the world’s leaders will be
listening too, as what you
say here today will be
presented at the UN’s 75th
anniversary celebration.”
She emphasized on the
significance of this occasion
as “it provides a space for
youth-centric ideas and
solutions, makes room for
youth’s bright minds to
challenge the status quo and
suggest actions that benefit
us all.”
“The world after the
Coronavirus pandemic is
not the same world we lived
in before,” H.E. asserted.
“Hope is what’s giving us
immense confidence in a
better future. We have
identified gaps across
various sectors including
education, the environment,
and the economy, where we
are counting on the youth to
make a difference. It is our
mandate as the FYA and as
global leaders to listen to
their voices and take them
seriously. Youth voices
carry the seed of the new
era, and it is only by
including them that we will
truly transform the world
we live in.”
Meanwhile, H.E. Fabrizio
Hochschild thanked the

UAE for its notable support
for the #UN75 initiative and
its leading role in ensuring a
better future for people
around the world.

tomorrow,” she asserted.
“They represent 75% of the
population in the Arab
region. They have an
opportunity to propose
solutions and contribute to
“Throughout its history, the overcoming the current
United Nations has worked crisis.”
to promote peace and
establish a global founda“EXPO 2020 is an
tion for development,” H.E. embodiment of international
said. “And today, in the
cooperation, and an
midst of the global COVID- example of effective
19 crisis, the organisation
collaboration among the
has a role to promote health, youth from around the
education, and climate
world here in the UAE,” Dr
awareness, among other
Assaf concluded. “The
topics, chief among them is exhibition is set to be the
ensuring the best use of
only global platform to
global resources and
bring people together
promoting technology in
post-COVID-19 to explore
various sectors.”
and debate the future of the
world.”
Hochschild stressed the
need for global institutions For his part, H.E. Saeed Al
to focus on the future, find Nazari said: “The youth,
solutions to complex
with their energy and
challenges, and build a solid resilience, are perfectly
foundation for the world to poised to lead the world in
stand on. Young people will its recovery from the
have a major role in the
COVID-19 crisis. Our job is
#UN75 initiative, he noted; to help train young Emiratis
they lead the world towards and hone their skills to
a new era of innovative
prepare them for these new
ideas that benefit humanity challenges and equip them
as a whole.
to seize opportunities for
their future. Our work with
Dr Dena Assaf highlighted international organisations
the UAE’s role in spreading allows us to explore young
hope in the region, which
people’s aspirations and
supports the United
visions and connect them
Nations’ efforts to drive
with others around the
development in every
world.”
country around the world.
The Federal Youth
“Celebrating the UN’s
Authority is a prominent
75th anniversary is an
institution and an effective opportunity for young
partner in implementing the people to express their
goals of the #UN75
views and make their voices
initiative, which aims to
heard around the world,”
start a dialogue among
H.E. added. “It is a chance
representatives of various
for them to demonstrate
sectors and segments of the their ability to lead
community, most notably
international efforts and
the youth.
unite nations in working for
the benefit of all human
Dr Assaf looked forward to beings. Young Emiratis
the contributions Emirati
have come to represent a
youth will make towards
global role model for
ensuring the success of the educated and creative
initiative. “Young people
youth, and will undoubtedly
are the leaders of
be active contributors to the

global youth movement
throughout the #UN75
initiative.”
The Youth Circle registered
enthusiasm and interaction
from the young participants,
who presented their visions
and ideas for the future of
various sectors. The Circle
highlighted the sectors that
the world should give
priority to in the near future,
where opinions varied
between strengthening
international relations,
placing more emphasis on
health majors at
universities, and increasing
support for the countries
most affected by the crisis.
Furthermore, attendees
explored topics such as
human rights, reviving the
global economy, investing
in education and youth
initiatives, global climate
and environment plans,
offering incentives for
organisations to ensure the
best results, and expanding
the use of modern
technology in all fields.
The Youth Circle also
discussed young people’s
views in areas such as
excessive global
consumption and preserving
our resources, as well as the
upcoming new era of
international cooperation
that is rooted in the
exchange of experiences.
Topics also included gender
equality, reducing
international conflicts, and
fostering peace among
nations as a solid
foundation for progress and
prosperity.

[ZAWYA]
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BELGIUM: THE EUROPEAN YOUTH BLUEPRINT TO RECOVERY
Brussels, 17 June 2020 WE, the young generation,
might not be the most hit by
the COVID-19 health crisis,
but its consequences will
form our disadvantage for
decades to come, if no
measures are taken.

Youth Blueprint to
Recovery, we present a
series of policy
recommendations aiming at
influencing the institutional
response to the crisis. Our
solutions are built around
three pillars for the
reconstruction of our
Since the beginning of the
societies in the wake of the
crisis, the European Youth crisis: Social & economic
Forum has worked to ensure inclusion - preventing the
that no young person was
lockdown generation;
left behind and that youth
Human rights, civic space
organisations were
and participation supported in their solidarity maintaining and
actions. With this European strengthening our

democracies; and Beyond
recovery - sustainable
alternatives to build back
better.
As the world is on the road
to recover from this crisis
and our institutions are
discussing how to walk that
road, equality needs to be
our compass!

https://indd.adobe.com/
view/63d25b48-efdb-4d638b0a-a2e25e85602b

[European Youth Forum]

Our European Youth
Blueprint to Recovery
is available to read online or
for download in pdf with
the link.

ENGLAND: YOUTH COURTS NEED URGENT HELP TO CUT DELAYS, REVIEW FINDS
London, 29 June 2020 URGENT action is required
to address delays in
“overburdened” youth
courts, and there should be
a time limit for police to
charge a young person with
a crime, a review of the
youth justice service in
England has concluded.

Justice Policy Research.

come to court. Typically, a
serious sex case with very
David Lammy, the shadow young witnesses where the
justice secretary, said Covid alleged offence may have
-19 would exacerbate the
taken place 12 or 18 months
already lengthy delays.
before. It could be
“The backlog existed before questioned how there can be
the pandemic but has been
justice in that.
compounded by the
lockdown,” he said. “If the “First, in asking the victim
government is serious about to recall it; how accurate
Though the number of
urgently addressing delays can they be? How fair is the
children going to court has to justice, it now needs to
process in asking them to
fallen by 75% in the last 10 quickly co-opt empty public relive it? Is it
years – with 27,000
buildings, including
revictimisation? Equally,
appearing in court in
university lecture halls and can the defendant expect a
England and Wales in the
leisure centres, to be used as just outcome? Can they get
year to March 2019,
temporary courts.”
a fair trial? And at age 15 or
compared with 107,000 in
16, it’s a bit like your dog
2010 – delays have
The review’s authors
making a mess on the floor
increased.
conducted fieldwork at
and you kick it a week
three sites across England,
later.”
This is a result of cuts to
comprising five youth
funding from central
courts and associated youth During another case, a
government, a court
offending services, between district judge berated the
modernisation programme
February and October 2019. prosecution for an 18-month
under which half of all
delay and advised the young
magistrates courts have
They witnessed delays of up person and their lawyer to
closed or merged, and a
to 18 months between the
raise a complaint for “abuse
change in policing strategy time an offence was
of process” – effectively
that has allowed forces to
committed and the young
inviting them to get the case
keep young people “under
perpetrator facing up to
thrown out.
investigation” for a year or their crimes in court.
more after arrest, according
Delays affect victims and
to a report by the Centre for One youth court judge
witnesses as well as the
Justice Innovation and the
complained: “Serious cases rehabilitative chances of the
Institute for Crime and
take an inordinate time to
young offenders, the report

found. It recommends that
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabulary, the
National Police Chiefs’
Council and the Home
Office develop “a protocol
which limits the amount of
time young people can be
kept under investigation
before a charging decision
must be made (though there
may need to be exclusions
for the most complex
cases).”
Last November the Home
Office announced a review
of the use of pre-charge bail
and release under
investigation. In February
the crime and policing
minister, Kit Malthouse,
accepted there was crossparty “unanimity for
change” and announced a
consultation on the matter.
The Centre for Justice
Innovation report found that
a reduction in youth court
sittings has been associated
with a loss of expertise,
both in terms of solicitors
representing children and
the magistrates or district
judges sentencing them.
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The authors also observed a
“lack of availability of
professionals with the
required specialisms for
youth court; limited services
to respond to children and
young people’s speech,
language and
communication or mental
health needs.”
They found rates of speech,
language and
communication difficulties
among the court cohort at
two sites of 50% and 73%.

The report said: “What we
found far too often was an
over-burdened system in
which practitioners
struggled to deliver the
services required of them by
national government. As a
result, vulnerable children
and young people coming
before the court are not
always receiving the
treatment they need, making
it all the more likely they
will offend again.”
It said children should not
appear in courts designed

for adults, as is currently the
case in much of England,
and it challenged Her
Majesty’s Courts and
Tribunals Service to ensure
all youth court cases are
heard in adapted courtrooms
by the end of this
parliament.
A government spokesman
said: “We are working
closely with the judiciary to
introduce a range of
measures to keep the justice
system running during the
pandemic, including

opening a series of
Nightingale Courts which
will provide larger spaces to
conduct criminal trials with
social distancing measures
in place.
“We are also currently
reviewing pre-charge bail
legislation following our
recent consultation.”

[The Guardian]

GEORGIA: MEETING OF UN YOUTH THEME GROUP, YOUTH AGENCY ON YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Tbilisi, 22 June 2020 - THE
expanded virtual meeting of
the UN Youth Theme
Group was held on June 19
on the initiative of the
Youth Agency and United
Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA).

Considering the major
developments in the youth
field and striving to support
the Youth Agency’s
coordination efforts, it was
decided to expand the UN
Theme Group on Youth
Development by inviting up
to 60 international
The UN Youth Theme
development partners,
Group on Youth
donors and international
Development (UN TG) was NGOs interested and active
established in Georgia in
in a youth development
2019 to strengthen the
area.
coordinated action to
support the achievement of A discussion was held on
Georgia’s national and
priorities and plans of the
international commitments Youth Agency and
towards youth development, International organizations
and support establishing a
active in the area of youth
partnership platform in this development, elaboration of
area. The UN TG unites
the National Youth Strategy
UNFPA, UNDP, UNICEF, 2020-2030, and the draft
UNIDO, UNHCR and ILO, Youth Policy Concept 2020
co-chaired by the Youth
-2030 for Youth, with
Agency and UNFPA.
Youth and by Youth was
presented.

“The youth are the key
renewable resources of the
human capital of any
country. The goal of the
Youth Agency is to create a
youth ecosystem in
Georgia, assisting the youth
to become competitive
citizens who meet the
modern demands, and who
will be able to take an
active part in the economic
and social life of the
country. It is of the utmost
importance for the Agency
to have a support of partner
governmental and
international donor
organizations, and to share
their experience and
recommendations,” said
Rezo Charkviani, the
Agency Chairman.
“We are happy that the
process initiated by UNFPA
is going on successfully,

and that the youth issues
remain one of the key
priorities for UN agencies
in Georgia. It is worth
mentioning that despite the
circumstances that emerged
due to COVID-19, our team
pursues its active work.
Investing in youth
development is a very
important step for achieving
the Sustainable
Development Goals and we
are ready to continue our
close collaboration with the
government in this
direction,” – stated Lela
Bakradze, Head of the
UNFPA Georgia Country
Office.

[Georgia Today]

ITALY: EUROPE’S YOUNG PEOPLE FEEL CHILL OF FROZEN LABOUR MARKET
Rome, 16 June 2020 – IT is
a terrible time to be looking
for a job in Europe, as many
companies react to the
coronavirus pandemic by
freezing recruitment and
leaving the career hopes of
millions of young people in
tatters.

Valerio Lofoco, a 31-yearold with a degree in
political science who lives
in Rome, said he felt as
though he were in a “in a
state of limbo”.
Before coronavirus hit, Mr
Lofoco had been working
on and off as a waiter and

delivery man, earning less
than €400 a month, while
looking for a more
specialised job. Now he has
decided to “hit pause” three
years after graduating.

global crisis facing my
generation since I entered
the job market,” he said.
Employment numbers in
Italy show the heavy impact
of the pandemic, with a
drastic rise in the size of the
“I was in my twenties when inactive population —
the economic crisis hit in
people who are not working
2008. This is the second
and are not looking for a
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job. This is a sign that the
labour market is frozen.
Italy’s unemployment rate
surprisingly fell from 8 per
cent in March to 6.3 per
cent in April. But this was
because many people
moved into the inactive
category, which rose by
746,000 and pushed up the
country’s inactivity rate
from 36.1 per cent to 38.1
per cent. The country’s
overall employment
numbers fell by 274,000.
Even before the pandemic
struck, Italy was the EU
country with the highest
proportion of people aged
20-34 who were neither in
employment nor in
education and training — at
27.8 per cent. That is well
above the EU average of
16.4 per cent.
The situation facing
graduates is harshest in
southern European
countries, such as Italy,
Spain, Greece and France,
where youth unemployment
was already well above the
EU average, the proportion
of temporary or short-term
jobs higher, and the
economies more reliant on
harder-hit sectors such as
tourism.
The number of new
positions advertised on the
job search website Indeed in
May was almost half the
level of the previous year in
both France and Spain.
Patrick Artus, chief
economist at Natixis, said
the results of a recent
survey of employers by the
French investment bank
made for grim reading.
“You know, 800,000 young
people enter the French
labour force each year and
we risk up to half of them
not finding jobs this time . . .

already 60 per cent of
French companies have
frozen hiring,” he said.

After falling for seven
years, overall eurozone
unemployment started
rising again in April,
Younger workers appear to jumping from 7.1 per cent
have been
to 7.3 per cent. Youth
disproportionately affected unemployment rose even
by the pandemic’s impact
faster, increasing from 15.1
on labour markets. In April, to 15.8 per cent. The
159,000 people aged 15-24 European Central Bank
in the EU became
forecast this month that
unemployed — 40 per cent under its severe scenario,
of all job losses across the
unemployment would rise
bloc.
to an all-time high of 12.5
per cent next year —
“The economic evidence is implying 7m job losses.
quite conclusive: the youth
unemployment rate often
The situation for graduates
doubles the overall rate,”
is also looking tough in
said Rafael Doménech, an
Germany, despite Europe’s
economist at Spanish bank largest economy having
BBVA and a professor at
almost full employment
the University of Valencia. when the pandemic struck.
“Young people who enter
The number of unemployed
the labour market in times
people aged 15-25 in
of crisis often suffer
Germany trebled year on
long-lasting negative
year to 274,000 in May,
consequences in terms of
according to the Federal
their wages.” In Spain,
Employment Agency. “I
almost all of the country’s
have sent out 12
834,000 total job losses in
applications, but they were
April affected people on
all rejected,” said Martin
temporary contracts, who
Prochacka, a 26-year-old
make up more than a
who graduated last month in
quarter of the workforce.
Japanese studies and history
More than half the Spanish from Goethe University in
people who lost their jobs
Frankfurt. “I’m living from
were aged under 35.
my savings and can carry on
until July, but after that I
Europe’s labour markets
will struggle to pay my rent.
have been shielded from the I just hope that companies
full force of the pandemic
will start to hire again
by state-subsidised furlough soon.”
schemes. These
programmes have helped to The number of jobs
avoid the sharp rise in
advertised for young
jobless numbers seen in the professionals in Germany
US. But there are worries
fell 37 per cent between the
that many more European
end of February and the end
jobs could eventually be
of April, according to
lost when the schemes
research by Boston
expire or the companies go Consulting Group and
bust. Unemployment in the Burning Glass
eurozone peaked above 12 Technologies. “A large
per cent during the region’s number of organisations
sovereign debt crisis in
have recruitment bans and
2013, when youth
are only filling any vacant
unemployment hit a high of positions internally,” said
almost 24 per cent.
Rainer Strack, a senior

partner at BCG in
Düsseldorf. “But if you look
ahead to 2030, Germany
will have a shortage of
millions of employees. So
students today should use
this time to improve their
digital skills as there will be
fantastic opportunities in a
few years.”
In the meantime, however,
the stress of struggling to
find a job is taking its toll
on some students. Sylvia
Kobus, an official at
Studentenwerk
Frankfurt-am-Main, which
offers advice and support to
the 80,000 students in the
region around Germany’s
financial capital, said
requests for psychological
help had risen sharply.
“Since everything is
currently taking place
digitally, many students tell
us about loneliness, others
have major existential and
financial concerns because
they have lost their job or
were unable to find a job at
the start of the semester,”
she said.

[Financial Times]
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KAZAKHSTAN: DEVELOPS 2025 YOUTH SUPPORT PACKAGE PLAN
Nur-Sultan, 29 June 2020 KAZINFORM Kazakh
Information and Social
Development Minister Aida
Balayeva briefed today on
youth and family policy
issues.
As stated there, last year
was declared by First
President of Kazakhstan Elbasy Nursultan
Nazarbayev the Year of
Youth. 300 events were
realized the countrywide at
large bringing together
more than 2 million of
young people. 3,000 square
meter of rental housing
were built for
income-earning youths,
including young families
It is planned to build 9,000
apartments. 5,000 received
grants under the Zhas
kasipker project. 10,000
young businessmen
received microloans to
expand their businesses.
More than 20,000
participated in the Zhasyl el
program. Grant financing
for basic and applied
research of young scientists
increased by KZT 3 billion
within 3 years since 2020.
She also added that it is
planned to develop a 2025
youth support package plan,
approaches to improve
youth policy legislation.
Measures are taken to set up
a youth initiatives support
centre, ArtHUB. Youth
organizations and
volunteers’ front office will
be located there.

[KAZINFORM]
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AUSTRALIA: INVESTS $19M IN AI HEALTH RESEARCH PROJECTS
Canberra, 30 June 2020 THE Australian
Government is investing
$19 million in
transformative medical
research projects using
game-changing applied
artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies, to improve the
ways we prevent, diagnose
and treat a wide range of
health conditions.

mental health treatments for impacts of youth mental
anxiety and depression.
Australians.
health interventions and as a
result support the
The University of Sydney
development of an ethical
will receive more than $3
clinical decision-support
million to improve youth
tool that identifies how to
mental health care through target assessment and
the development of new
interventions to optimise
tools to guide clinical
outcomes for individuals
decisions about the
presenting for mental health
appropriate interventions
care.
[BioSpectrum]
and treatments for
individuals presenting for
The University of New
The Government is
care.
South Wales will receive
providing more than $8
almost $5 million to use AI
million for two projects that This project will use AI to
to understand and optimise
will use AI to improve
test and quantify the
the treatments for stress,
FIJI: YOUTH RAISE AWARENESS IN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS ON COVID-19
Lami, 4 June 2020 CHILDREN and youth in
Fiji are working closely
with local artists to create
community murals raising
awareness on COVID-19
prevention.

The murals begin with a
discussion with the youth
group on the impact of the
pandemic on young
people, how it spreads, key
prevention messages and
how these could be
presented to the
community. The artists
help the youth design the
messages they identified as
most important to their
community and guide them
in completing the murals.
Local artist Lambert Ho
said: ‘This brings out
restless children and the

youth together to raise
awareness and discuss
openly issues that affect us
all. Whether it’s dance,
music, visual arts or
storytelling, each child can
bring to the table his or her
own experiences, to share,
to engage, to resolve.”
He added: “it brings me
immense joy because they
get to tell their stories in
their own magical ways.”
Murals will be painted in
many informal settlements
in Fiji by youth and artists
in the coming weeks.
The mural painting is part
of UN-Habitat’s three
month long rapid response
support for more than 70
informal settlements to
help alleviate the impacts
of COVID-19. The project

targeting over 9,000
households aims to provide
support for water,
sanitation and hygiene,
isolation facilities and food
banks and set up
decentralized markets for
the urban poor.
The project also promotes
behaviour change and
awareness raising to
improve the knowledge of
COVID-19 symptoms,
prevention and
preparedness. During
preliminary field visits to
two settlements, many
households were unaware
of the steps to take if a
family member showed
symptoms.
UN-Habitat has developed
community outreach
guidelines that provide

practical tips for informal
settlements developed with
the Ministry of Health and
WHO.
UN-Habitat Team Leader
for Climate Resilience,
Inga Korte, emphasised the
importance of community
outreach in Fiji.
“We need to make sure
that people continue with
safety measures such as
physical distancing and
washing hands, and that
we identify champions in
each community who will
promote safe practices,”
she said.

[ReliefWEb]

NEW ZEALAND: YOUTH ARE VAPING SO WHY ARE WE WAITING?
Wellington, 30 June 2020 ASTHMA and Respiratory
Foundation NZ (ARFNZ)
supports the Cancer Society
in their call for urgency to
push the Government’s
Smokefree Environments
and Regulated Products
(Vaping) Amendment Bill

through prior to the 2020
General Election.
Letitia Harding, Chief
Executive, ARFNZ
submitted, along with
hundreds of others to the
Health Select Committee
during COVID-19

lockdown which saw the
Bill recently move through
to its second reading with
some amendments.
"It is pivotal that this Bill
passes before Parliament
closes for the upcoming
elections this September to

help slow down the rapid
uptake of youth vaping that
we are seeing in our
community," says Letitia,
"We are running out of time
to pass this legislation while
schools are tackling the ever
– increasing problem of
youth vaping - feedback
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which we are hearing
directly from schools
themselves."

restrictions detailed in the
legislation will address this
issue."

"While we know that
e-cigarettes and e-liquids/
vaping products contain
fewer harmful chemicals
than cigarette smoke, there
is not enough data around
the long-term use of these
products to say that they can
be inhaled without harm.
These products should be
discouraged in non-smoking
youth and we hope that the
advertising and marketing

The increased youth uptake
of vaping is echoed in
recent surveys with The
Action for Smokefree 2025
(ASH) survey data finding
that regular vaping in Year
10 students has increased
between 2018 and 2019 from 1,150 (4%) to 3,282
(12%) in 14-15 year-olds.
Another recent New
Zealand survey - Youth19

in the Youth2000 series which looked at vaping in
secondary school students
of all ages, found that two thirds (65%) of students
who had ever tried a vape,
and nearly half (48%) of
regular vapers, had never
smoked cigarettes.
"This data highlights that
vaping seems to appeal to a
wider range of young
people than traditional
smoking," says Letitia, "If
we don’t impose regulations
now, and current trends

continue, we will have a
whole new generational
problem of nicotineaddicted young people."

[New Zealand Doctor]

SOLOMON ISLANDS: NEW SCHOOL DEDICATED IN THE SOLOMON ISLANDS
Kolombangara, 11 June
2020 - THERE was much
joy and excitement at the
dedication of a new
Adventist school in Central
Kolombangara, Solomon
Islands, on May 18.

offered by pastors Vince
David, Mockson Wale and
Piuki Tasa.

Education and Human
Resources Development
provided financial
assistance to build two
The opening of the boarding dormitories. A generator
school has received
and electrical equipment
widespread support from
was donated by a Solomon
local youth groups, church Islands education support
Many locals came to
and community leaders,
team in Australia, led by
celebrate the dedication
church members,
Pastor Ray Eaton, Pastor
service for Patpaele
government and church
Alex Currie and Brett
Adventist Secondary School education authorities, and
Partridge. The Australian
in the western Solomon
landowners within Central team are also providing
Islands. The service was
Kolombangara.
desks and chairs for the
organized by Central
students. Three 2000-litre
Kolombangara district
The school includes a main water tanks were donated
leader Kele Hana. Among
classroom building, four
by Gizo/Kolombangara MP
the attendees was Solomon staff houses, a staff/
Lanelle Tanangada.
Islands Mission education
students’ kitchen and
director Billy Leta.
temporary toilets, all built
The new school commenced
within a year. The Solomon with 33 students and four
Dedicatory prayers were
Islands Ministry of
teaching staff, including the

principal Alson Vavozo.
One of the urgent needs is
for permanent sanitation
facilities for staff and
students. Currently, the
students are using pit toilets
while staff use a pour-flush
toilet. Kitchen and dining
hall facilities for the
students are also needed
along with a permanent
kitchen for teachers.
The school administration is
now planning an official
opening for the school.

[Adventist News Network]

TUVALU: GIVEN $14M TO COMMENCE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Funafuti, 9 June 2020 THE early childhood
education grant comes after
the bank’s Board of
Executive Directors
approved a grant for a new
literacy project to support
all school children in the
country.

levels across the country
which are exacerbated by
“an under-developed
curriculum” and a lack of
instructional materials
particularly in local
language Gana Tuvalu.

The Tuvalu Learning
Project aims to address
While Tuvalu has near
these issues by improving
universal access to basic
the readiness of children
education, the quality of
entering first grade and
schooling is impacted, the improving the reading
bank noted, by low literacy skills of all students

through teacher training for
early childhood care and
education (ECEC) centres
and weekly playgroups.

nation-wide rollout of
the Tuvalu Reading
Program, which supports
students in the early grades
to learn to read in Gana
Public awareness programs Tuvalu through an explicit
and community outreach
instruction teaching
on the importance of early methodology and locally
childhood stimulation,
developed reading
nutrition and health will
materials.
also be delivered through
radio and community
“School readiness and early
meetings.
reading skills are crucial
stepping-stones for a
The project includes the
child’s cognitive
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development, future
learning, and human capital
formation,” said the World
Bank’s Michel Kerf.
“We are very pleased to be
working with the
Government of Tuvalu on
this important project to
support their vision to
improve learning outcomes
for children throughout the
country.”

The project has been
designed to complement
education assistance
provided by other
development partners,
including Australia,
UNICEF and the Pacific
Community, and builds on
earlier work from
the Pacific Early Age
Readiness and Learning
programme, funded by
the Global Partnership for
Education and
implemented by the World
Bank from 2014-2019.
Based on the findings from
this, the government
developed a Tuvalu Early
Education Roadmap (20192023) which shaped the
design of the Tuvalu
Learning Project.
“The Tuvalu Learning
Project reflects the strategy
of the Ministry of
Education Youth and
Sports to provide the key
foundational skills students
need in order to develop
into the productive citizens
that will lead our country
in the future,” said the
Minister of Education,
Youth and Sports, Timi
Melei.
The project is expected to
benefit over 10,000 people,
including children in
Tuvalu enrolled in early
childhood care, primary
and secondary schools.

[The Sector]

